Facilitator’s Profile

How engaging can a
virtual meeting be?
Join us to find out! Our world
and our client groups are
increasingly moving online, so
as facilitators we must be
prepared move with
them. Virtual meetings can
have advantages over face-toface, but disadvantages too not least, shorter attention
spans and greater potential
for distractions. How can we
keep people engaged and
focused when meeting online?
In this highly participatory,
facilitated webinar Martin
Farrell & Martin Gilbraith of
IAF England & Wales and
Catherine Tornbom will share
some top tips and practical
examples from their own
experience and that of other
professional facilitators, and
invite you to share your some
of your own experience and
create your own top tips
together. We will also seek to
demonstrate in the webinar
itself just how engaging a
virtual meeting can be!

Martin Farrell CPF has been facilitating international
gatherings since his first assignment with the UN in
2002. Now entering his 6th decade of engagement
with civil society organisations in the UK and
internationally, he is in demand worldwide as a
facilitator and moderator of conferences, meetings
and groups large and small. He established his own
consultancy, Get2thepoint, in 1999. He continues to
play an active part in the vibrant worldwide
community of facilitators having been Regional
Director (Europe, Middle East, North Africa) of the
International Association of Facilitators for three
years to 2015.

Martin Gilbraith CPF CTF is an independent
facilitator, trainer and consultant based in London.
He is an IAF ‘Hall of Famer” and former IAF Chair and
IAF Europe Director. He is former President of the
Institute of Cultural Affairs International (ICAI), and
an Associate and former Chief Executive of ICA:UK.
He has been facilitating, specializing in ICA’s ToP
facilitation methodology, since he began his career
as an international volunteer with ICA India in 198687.
Catherine Tornbom CTF is a seasoned consultant,
mediator, and Mentor Trainer with ICA-USA. She has
successfully resolved issues involving management
team conflict, poor communication, productivity
roadblocks and stress in her professional work with
clients ranging from government, business,
nonprofits, education, and community collaboration.
She is a partner in the Virtual Facilitation
Collaborative supporting virtual teams to achieve
their goals through effective online collaboration.
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Webinar Information: Wednesday, September 19 2018, 6:30 PM – 8:00 PM IST
Energy Exchange: Free for IAF Members & Rs.300 for Non IAF Members
Registration through town script https://bit.ly/2wu4qGj
For details: Narsi - 94450 25766

